GCSE Literature

A YouTube channel ran by a previous English teacher. There are hundreds of videos exploring key texts – the plot, characters, themes and how to write a top answer in an examination.

https://www.youtube.com/user/mrbruff

A revision site that outlines the key aspects of the texts studied at GCSE.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/examspecs/zxqncwx

Sparknotes provides a summary of key texts, explores key quotations as well as exploring and outlining key themes. For Shakespeare, each scene has a modern translation, for the plays listed.

https://www.sparknotes.com/

GCSE Language

A revision site that outlines the key aspects of both of the English language papers studied at GCSE.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/examspecs/zcbchv4

A YouTube channel ran by a previous English teacher. There are hundreds of videos exploring both sections of both language papers – including top tips regarding how to write top answers

https://www.youtube.com/user/mrbruff

KS5 A Level Literature

Massolit has hundreds of videos that provide mini lectures on key texts, writers and themes that emerge within literature.

https://www.massolit.io/

In our time is a BBC podcast, discussing key questions and themes as well as historical events. Use these to support your wider reading, research and study.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCp9Ish9oz5zFtd5_wJlu7gg

Sparknotes provides a summary of key texts, explores key quotations as well as exploring and outlining key themes. For Shakespeare, each scene has a modern translation, for the plays listed.

https://www.sparknotes.com/